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Opioid Law Is A 'Blueprint' For The Nation, Gov. Baker
Says At Ceremonial Signing

August 14, 2018 By Chris Triunfo, State House News Service

Aer launching his re-election campaign over the weekend, Gov. Charlie Baker
drew attention Tuesday to legislation that aims to expand treatmentaims to expand treatmentaims to expand treatment for opioid
addiction across the state.

The law, which Baker signed last week, is one of the success stories to come out
of the Legislature in the closing, harried days of formal sessions in July, when
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some initiatives, including health care and education funding reforms, fellfellfell
apartapartapart.

The opioid bill has been touted by the
governor's re-election campaign as
another step taken in curtailing the opioid
epidemic. Since Baker took office in 2015,
this is the second major bill he has signed
to ght the crisis that claimed an
estimated 2,016 lives in 2017. He marked
the occasion Tuesday with a ceremonial
signing at a Roxbury recovery center.

Baker was joined by House Speaker Robert
DeLeo, Lt. Gov. Karyn Polito, Secretary of
Health and Human Services Marylou
Sudders and various members of the
Legislature who played a role in passing
the law. The governor said the efforts in
Massachusetts are being replicated by
other states around the country.

"This legislation has been used as a
blueprint for ghting the epidemic in [46]
states," Baker told the crowded room. "It's
truly a team effort, and there's a lot more
to be done."

At a picnic event in Shrewsbury on
Saturday, Baker addressed the work his
administration has done and what he sees
as le to do to combat the drug crisis.

"We're talking today about a second term. Why? Because there are some things
we want to nish the job," Baker told the crowd at the annual Baker-Polito
Picnic. "While we have seen for the rst time in decades a drop in the number
of people dying and the number of people receiving opioid prescriptions and
major expansions in our capacity to treat people, we are nowhere near nished
on this. We have a long way to go. We need four more years to build on the
success of the rst four so that we can beat this scourge into the ground once
and for all."
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The law will expand access to the overdose reversing drug Narcan, require all
prescribers to convert to secure electronic prescriptions by 2020, and take a
step toward credentialing recovery coaches.

Earlier in the month, the Senate scrapped a Ways and Means Committee
proposal to established supervised injection sites as part of its version of bill,
instead adopting an amendment to study the idea.

Supporters retreated aer U.S. Attorney Andrew Lelling made clearmade clearmade clear that such
facilities would violate federal law and anyone working at or using one of the
sites could be subject to federal criminal charges.

State Sen. Cindy Friedman took the lead for the Senate in negotiations over a
nal bill. Despite supporting proposals such as supervised injection sites that
were opposed by the administration, the Arlington Democrat on Tuesday had
nothing but kind words for Baker.

"There was never a time where we couldn't sit down and have a real
conversation to get to yes," Friedman said.

Baker also cited the collaboration between the branches and his
administration as essential in the passage of the bill, even though he didn't get
everything he had proposed. Most notably, the Legislature did not adopt the
governor's proposal to allow doctors to order the involuntary transfer of a
patient for treatment for 72 hours.

"It was very much a team effort between our administration, the secretary and
our colleagues in the Legislature," Baker said.

The governor spent Monday in Vermont at the annual New England
Governors/Eastern Canadian Premiers Conference, making the ceremonial
signing his rst official public event in Massachusetts since the formal launch
of his re-election campaign.

Also in attendance was Middlesex Sheriff Peter Koutoujian, who worked with
Friedman and Rep. Denise Garlick to establish medically-assisted substance
abuse treatment for incoming prisoners at Cedar Junction and allow detainees
and prisoners at the Massachusetts Alcohol and Substance Abuse Center in
Plymouth, the women's correctional facility at Framingham and the South
Middlesex correctional center who were receiving medication-assisted
treatment to continue that course of therapy while behind bars unless it is
deemed no longer medically necessary.
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As the governor touted the recovery efforts being pursued by the sheriff, Scott
Francis, who works with the STEPROX Recovery Support Center in Roxbury
where the event was being held, yelled out, "Recovery is real!"

Gov. Baker Signs 53 Bills — Including Ones On Clean Energy And Opioid Treatment — Into
Law

'Supervised Injection Sites Are A Terrible Idea,' U.S. Attorney Lelling Says
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Mass. Primary Candidates Get Ready For Home Stretch
Time is running out for candidates in Massachusetts primary contests to win over voters and get their names out.
Candidates in most contests have had a busy week of trying...
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MBTA Buses Would Honor Rosa Parks Annually Under Bill
All MBTA buses would display a sticker or other designation honoring civil rights icon Rosa Parks
during the month of February under a bill given initial approval by the House...
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Forecast: Sunshine Followed By Possible Storms
High humidity today is finally replaced by drier air late this weekend.

WBUR News 6 hours ago

Boston Children's Hospital Constructs Penis For Transgender Man — A First In
Mass.
Children's is the first hospital in the state to offer what's called phalloplasty. The first patient to
have the surgery, Zack Hogle, says he is now "complete."

CommonHealth 04:52 6 hours ago

'A Sense Of Freedom' For Wheelchair Racer And Her Mentor
At 9 years old, Maddie Wilson is a precocious wheelchair racing talent. Her greatest hero and
mentor is Paralympian Tatyana McFadden, the most decorated female wheelchair racer in the
world....

WBUR News 05:47 6 hours ago

What The Surreal Twist Ending Of 'Sorry To Bother You' Says About America
Today
Boots Riley's deranged, anti-capitalist romp locates hope in horror.

The ARTery 7 hours ago

New Play Tells Stories Of Bostonians Affected By Gentrification, Displacement
"This Place/Displaced" breathes life into striking statistics on stage, but also does critical work in
amplifying voices that traditionally aren’t heard outside of their own communities.
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'Wherever He Was Felt Like The Center Of The Universe': Writers Remember Poet
William Corbett
Poet Bill Corbett, who died last Friday at the age of 75, is being remembered as an aficionado of
friendships.
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Democrats Must Fight Kavanaugh's Nomination Before It's Too Late 
Liberals are concentrating on the midterms instead of on blocking Kavanaugh, writes Steve
Almond, which is to say they’ve taken their eyes off the ball. Again.
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Springfield Man Found With 3 Bodies At Home Indicted On Murder Charges
Stewart Weldon was indicted by a grand jury Thursday on charges including murder, strangulation,
rape and kidnapping.

WBUR News Aug 16, 2018

Pawtucket Red Sox Reach Tentative Deal To Move To Worcester
The city of Worcester and the Red Sox’s top minor league affiliate have struck a tentative deal that
would move the team to central Massachusetts, a source tells WBUR.
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